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Ambassador of India to Serbia felicitated by
Tesla Global Forum

Ambassador of India to the Republic of Serbia, Mrs. Narinder Chauhan, was conferred with the highest recognition, the ‘White Dove Award’ by the International Board of the Tesla Gobal Forum', on July 7,2018 at the Monastery of Sisatovac, Fruska Gora.

Ambassador was presented the Award at the Sixth International Festival 'Tesla Global Forum', for an exceptional contribution to the foundation of the first Indian Library in Serbia, for her continuous consistent promotion of Serbia-India cultural, scientific and academic relations, as well as for raising public awareness of their vital relevance.

The International Festival 'Tesla Global Forum' commemorates 10 July, the birth anniversary of the renowned Serbian-American inventor and engineer, Nikola Tesla, also known as World Tesla Day.

The 'Tesla Global Forum' is a non-profit and non-political NGO founded in Novi Sad in 2012, with a mission of promoting the legacy of a great scientist and inventor Nikola Tesla; both endorsing scientific, philosophical and cultural heritage that Tesla cherished and represented.
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